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Gaze and freehand gestures suit Augmented Reality as users can interact with objects at a distance without
need for a separate input device. We propose Gaze-Hand Alignment as a novel multimodal selection principle,
defined by concurrent use of both gaze and hand for pointing and alignment of their input on an object
as selection trigger. Gaze naturally precedes manual action and is leveraged for pre-selection, and manual
crossing of a pre-selected target completes the selection. We demonstrate the principle in two novel techniques,
Gaze&Finger for input by direct alignment of hand and finger raised into the line of sight, and Gaze&Hand for
input by indirect alignment of a cursor with relative hand movement. In a menu selection experiment, we
evaluate the techniques in comparison with Gaze&Pinch and a hands-only baseline. The study showed the
gaze-assisted techniques to outperform hands-only input, and gives insight into trade-offs in combining gaze
with direct or indirect, and spatial or semantic freehand gestures.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Gaze and freehand gestures are attractive input modalities as they enable users to interact directly
with their environment through movements of their eyes and hands. Users are not reliant on
any input device, can avoid physical contact where this is inconvenient or undesirable, and are
empowered to interact beyond reach. With these properties, gaze and gestures are well suited to
complement Augmented Reality (AR) and interactions that are situated in the world [9]. Current
trends in AR technology reflect this with the integration of both hand- and eye-tracking in head-
worn display (HMD) devices. However, the design of input techniques that rely on gaze and freehand
gestures is challenging, as it requires robust segmentation of input from the continuous movement
of the user’s eyes and hands.
In this work, we consider the combination of gaze and freehand input for pointing and menu

selection at a distance. Either modality can be used by itself for pointing at objects, but a separate
confirmatory action is required to complete a selection and avoid “Midas Touch” input [11]. In
menus specifically, users need to be able to inspect and traverse objects with their pointer without
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Fig. 1. Gaze&Finger and Gaze&Hand are novel techniques for menu selection based on Gaze-Hand Alignment.
With Gaze&Finger, both menu activation and item selection is by alignment of a finger in the line of sight to
the target (a). With Gaze&Hand, the activation step is by dwell time to instantiate a hand-controlled cursor,
followed by alignment of gaze and cursor for item selection (b). In an evaluation, we compare both techniques
against baselines of Gaze&Pinch (c), and Point&Pinch (d).

triggering input, prior to finalising their selection. For gaze-only input, it is common to use dwell
time to confirm a selection, requiring the user to maintain a gaze fixation on the target for a longer
duration to signal their intent [23]. In gestural interfaces, manual pointing is completed by a distinct
gesture such as a tap on a surface, or a pinch in mid-air [5]. Where both modalities are available,
gaze lends itself better for the initial pointing step, as our eyes naturally focus on objects that
we aim to manipulate, whereas our hands are more effective for deliberate input to complete a
selection [30]. In past work, this has been demonstrated by combining gaze pointing for instance
with mouse click [55], key press [11] or touch [46], and in recent work by combining gaze with
pinch as the delimiting mid-air gesture [6, 33]. Gaze&Pinch is also supported by emerging AR
headsets (such as the HoloLens 2) as state of the art gaze-based selection technique.
We propose Gaze-Hand Alignment as a principle for gaze and freehand input. In contrast to

Gaze&Pinch and comparable techniques, we are using both modalities for pointing, and alignment
of their input as selection trigger. The key idea is to leverage that the eyes naturally look ahead to
a pointing target, followed by the hands [55]. This enables us to use gaze for pre-selection, and
manual crossing of a pre-selected target to trigger a selection as soon as the hand catches up with
the eyes and aligns with gaze. We introduce Gaze&Finger and Gaze&Hand as novel techniques
for AR context menus based on the concept. Gaze&Finger (shown in Fig. 1a) combines gaze with
perspective-based manual pointing where a ray is cast from the eye position over the user’s index
finger. A user looks at targets of interest and completes selection by lifting their finger into the line
of sight. We use the same principle to invoke a menu and to select from it. The menu is warped
to the user’s hand to avoid parallax issues and scaled to target distance to support an illusion
of direct touch. Gaze&Hand (Fig. 1b) combines gaze with indirect manual input to reduce effort
and arm fatigue. The technique uses dwell time for menu activation and instantiation of a cursor,
and alignment of cursor and gaze for selection from the menu. Both techniques have in common
with Gaze&Pinch (Fig. 1c) that initial selection is by gaze and confirmation by manual gesture,
but alignment is spatial and implicitly guided by gaze, whereas a pinch is semantic and requires
separate attention to gaze.
A number of studies have found the combination of gaze and hand-based input to outper-

form selection by the hands alone, but these were based on manual input mediated by physical
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controls [15, 56]. We contribute a study in which we compare Gaze&Finger, Gaze&Hand, and
Gaze&Pinch with Point&Pinch (Fig. 1d), a hands-only baseline where a pointing ray cast from the
hand is combined with pinch as selection trigger. The four techniques were evaluated on a task
designed to represent contextual AR menus. Figure 1 illustrates the techniques for the two steps of
activating a menu on a target object and selecting an item from the menu. The task was chosen
as Gaze&Hand requires an initial step to instantiate a cursor whereas the other techniques are
symmetric in using the same selection principle for both steps. We found that all three gaze-based
techniques outperformed the manual condition. Gaze&Pinch was fastest for menu activation and
Gaze&Finger most efficient for item selection. Gaze&Hand was perceived to be least physically de-
manding but had the highest error rate. While providing evidence of the efficacy of gaze-assistance
for mid-air interaction, the study also contributes insight into trade-offs in the design of selection
techniques, specifically spatial versus semantic and direct versus indirect use of gestures.

In sum, the novel contributions of this work are:

• the concept of Gaze-Hand Alignment for pointing and selection at a distance in freehand
interfaces

• the Gaze&Finger and Gaze&Hand techniques, demonstrating the concept for menu selection
in AR

• evidence of the efficacy of gaze-assisted techniques in conjunction with mid-air input
• insight into design trade-offs in the combination of gaze with freehand gestures for pointing
and selection

2 RELATEDWORK
Gaze and mid-air gestures have long been studied for interaction at a distance in real, virtual, and
mixed realities. We are building on insights from work that has considered the modalities separately
and in combination, and from work on eye-hand coordination and alignment of input with different
modalities.

2.1 Pointing in Gaze and Mid-Air Interfaces
Gaze corresponds to the user’s focus of attention which makes it natural and fast for pointing
at objects of interest [4]. A wide range of work has harnessed gaze for implicit interaction, for
example, to render interfaces attentive to the user [49] and adapt information displays [29]. Gaze
has also been adopted for explicit input, based on interaction techniques that extend gaze pointing
with a selection method equivalent to a mouse “click”. Gaze-only selection methods require the
user to deviate from natural gaze behaviour to signal their intent and avoid Midas Touch, for
example by using dwell time on a target [11, 52], or by saccading from the target to a confirmation
button [22, 27]. Although successful for accessibility, such techniques are commonly experienced as
uncomfortable and error-prone, in comparison with manual input [34, 56]. The idea of Gaze-Hand
Alignment is to take advantage of both modalities in tandem, and to make more natural use of gaze
as a modality that implicitly guides manual pointing.

Freehand gestures, also referred to as mid-air gestures, afford more deliberate control than gaze.
The hands are also more expressive, for pointing as well as semantic input [6, 33]. For remote
control, gesture interfaces tend to either employ pointing with cursor feedback [50], or a library of
predefined gestures for direct selection of commands [48]. In 3D user interfaces, freehand input can
be based on a Virtual Hand metaphor for direct interaction, or a Virtual Pointer for interaction at a
distance with a ray cast from the user’s hand [38]. With the hands in mid-air, pointing is intuitive
but there is no obvious “click method” for selection [50]. One approach is to virtually extend the
reach of the hand for direct selection with non-linear input mappings [8, 37]. More commonly,
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pointing gestures are combined with a delimiting gesture, for example, a “pinch” as employed
with current AR devices (Microsoft HoloLens Point-and-Commit1, Oculus Quest Point and Pinch 2).
In this work, we compare multimodal eye- and hand-based techniques against Point&Pinch as a
hands-only baseline.

Freehand pointing is commonly based on raycasting from the hand. As an alternative, perspective-
based pointing is based on projecting a ray from the position of the user’s eye over a point in a
space that the user controls, such as the tip of a finger [2, 18]. The technique has been widely
explored in virtual reality (VR) and is similar to direct input, as input and feedback coincide in the
user’s visual space [13]. Perspective-based pointing is therefore also associated with occlusion of
targets as the selection mechanism [1, 17]. However, even though the pointing ray is projected
from the eye, it is solely based on manual input and prone to Midas Touch. Prior work has proposed
to address this with direct manipulation in the image plane, for example by pinching the image
of an object as it appears between finger and thumb in order to select it [36]. In Gaze&Finger, we
instead combine perspective-based pointing with actual tracking of gaze, casting two independent
rays that coincide when the user aligns their finger in the line of sight to an object.

2.2 Eye-Hand Coordination and Combination of Gaze and Gestures
Gaze is involved in the planning of hand movements by fixating relevant landmarks of a target
before its manual acquisition [12, 16, 43, 53]. That gaze precedes action has been employed in a
range of multimodal techniques. In the MAGIC technique, a mouse pointer is warped toward the
gaze position to move it closer to an anticipated target [55]. In Gaze-touch and Gaze-shifting, touch
input is dynamically shifted to where the user looks, to effectively extend the reach of manual
input [30–32]. In Gaze-Hand Alignment, we exploit the natural coordination of eye and hand in a
novel way. Even though gaze is used for pre-selection in our techniques, users need not consider
this as an explicit step to complete prior to alignment of manual input. Rather, users are free to
explore potential targets with their gaze, and will implicitly gaze at the intended target once they
decide on a selection, in order to guide the manual input to visually align with the target. In the
process, the manual pointer can traverse other objects without Midas Touch effect and a selection
can be triggered instantly when the manual pointer crosses onto a target that is pre-selected by
gaze.
Existing techniques that combine input from eyes and hand are characterised by a division of

labour and separate metaphors for the actions performed with either modality, using the eyes to
point, and the hand to click, tap or pinch [28, 30, 33, 40, 56]. Some techniques have in common with
ours that they use both gaze and hand for pointing input, however with the latter for a separate
concurrent task such as rotate and scale [47] or a subsequent task of refining the gaze position
which still requires a further action to trigger selection [6, 15]. Closer to our work is the idea of
using gaze to delimit raycast input such that it only triggers input when it is within a predefined
gaze range [39]. In Gaze-Hand Alignment, gaze and hand act as mutual delimiters so that neither
triggers input unless they become spatially aligned in pointing at the same object. Other work
has explored the idea of mutually delimited input by eye and hand based on temporal alignment,
specifically of blink and touch events [51].

Most existing techniques rely on input devices for manual input, but gaze has also been combined
with mid-air gestures and specifically pinch [6, 33]. A recent study compared mid-air pinch, dwell
time and button click for confirming gaze input, and found the combination of gaze and pinch to be

1https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/mixed-reality/design/point-and-commit - accessed 2nd of September 2021.
2https://support.oculus.com/articles/headsets-and-accessories/controllers-and-hand-tracking/hand-tracking-
gestures/?locale=en_US - accessed 2nd of September 2021.
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faster than gaze-only input [28]. Gaze&Pinch thus constitutes a suitable baseline for comparison
with our alignment-based techniques.

2.3 Alignment of Input from Separate Pointing Modalities
A number of other techniques are based on input from two separate pointing modalities and
concepts of alignment. Toolglass and magic lenses are based on the alignment of see-through tools
and objects in the user interface, where tool alignment can be performed by one hand while the
other hand is used for pointing and selection through the tool [3]. EyeSeeThrough is an adaptation
of the Toolglass concept for 3D user interfaces and involves alignment of a menu in the line of
sight to the target object, either by hand or head movement [24]. In these techniques, pointing
modalities are mapped to separate tasks in the interface, whereas our techniques employ gaze and
hand in natural coordination on the shared task of selecting an object.
Gaze naturally involves head movement in conjunction with eye movement, in particular for

interaction over wider fields of view such as in AR and VR [41], but recent work has also considered
gaze and head pose as separate inputs that can be combined for pointing and selection [15, 42, 44].
Two techniques in particular have inspired our work. In Eye&Head Convergence, a gaze selection
becomes confirmed by moving the head pointer into a focal zone around the gaze point, based on
the observation that gaze and head rays do not normally align during visual exploration of potential
targets. We found the idea transferable to eye and hand interfaces, as we are not normally looking
at our hands during visual exploration, but naturally do so when we manipulate a target [43]. In
Look&Cross, eye and head are aligned for selection in a radial menu [45]. As in Look&Cross we
are adopting gaze for pre-selection in menus, but we use manual target crossing for confirmation
instead of crossing by head pointer. The key difference in using the hand instead of the head is that
eye and hand naturally align for positioning a finger or a cursor on a target, whereas head-based
alignment requires the user to override the natural behaviour of orienting the head no further
toward a target than necessary for maintaining a comfortable eye-in-head position [41].

3 DESIGN OF GAZE-HAND ALIGNMENT INTERACTION TECHNIQUES
We propose Gaze-Hand Alignment as a general principle for taking advantage of the natural
coordination of eye and hand in the selection of input. The idea lends itself to the design of
techniques that follow the same principle while addressing different design goals. In this work,
we develop the idea specifically for menu-based input in AR, for which we have designed two
techniques that differ in direct versus indirect use of hand input. Gaze&Finger is designed for direct
touch in the image plane, appealing to familiarity with mobile touch input. Gaze&Hand is designed
for indirect input with less physical effort, building on relative hand input as familiar from use of a
computer mouse.

3.1 Gaze&Finger
The Gaze&Finger technique uses eye-tracking to determine a gaze vector into the Field Of View
(FOV). When the gaze vector intersects with interactive objects, the object is pre-selected and visual
feedback is provided to indicate its “hover” state. Simultaneously, the hand is tracked to determine
a perspective-based ray cast from the position of the eyes over the index finger into the scene.
When the ray intersects with a pre-selected object, selection is triggered. Other than in response
to the selection, no feedback is provided on the manual input, as users rely on proprioception to
guide their hand into their line of sight, and as their view over the raised index finger itself guides
accurate positioning on a target.

Figure 2 a-c illustrate the technique for selection from a context menu in AR. To open a menu on
an interactive object, in this case a smart lamp, the user needs to raise their hand into the visual
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 2. Illustration of Gaze&Finger (a-c) and Gaze&Hand (d-f) for selection from AR context menus in a smart
home context. With Gaze&Finger, the user lifts their finger into the line of sight of a smart lamp (a); this
triggers a menu displayed at the user’s fingertip (b); a selection is made by shifting gaze and finger onto one
of the items(c). With Gaze&Hand, the user gazes at the lamp using dwell time to invoke the menu (d); this
opens the menu and instantiates a cursor controlled by relative hand movement (e); a selection is completed
by aligning gaze and cursor on one of the items (f).

field, to align their finger over the lamp while looking at it. When the menu has been opened, any
item can be selected by a small shift of the finger in the image plane. This is implicitly guided and
preceded by gaze so that users can initiate the manual selection without first having to complete
an explicit gaze task. As soon as the finger aligns with gaze on the target, the selection is triggered,
reinforcing a sense of direct touch where the response is instantaneous.

As Gaze&Finger is based on input in the image plane, parallax presents a challenge. We project
the manual ray from a central position between the eyes over the finger, whereas users normally
align their fingertip along the line of sight from one of their eyes, depending on eye dominance
and whether the target appears towards the left or the right in the visual field [14]. This causes
an apparent displacement of the target that increases with distance from the finger and reduces
pointing accuracy. For the activation step (i.e., triggering the context menu), we address this by
increasing the target selection area around the visual representation of objects, but accuracy could
also be improved by compensating for systematic displacement [25]. However, for the selection
step, we address parallax by rendering the context menu at the depth of the user’s finger while also
scaling the menu so that its apparent size remains consistent with target distance. This strategy
is inspired by automatic scaling for direct manipulation in VR [26]. It requires accommodation of
gaze depth after menu activation but eliminates any parallax issue for accurate selection within the
menu.

3.2 Gaze&Hand
TheGaze&Hand technique employs gaze in the samemanner for object pre-selection as Gaze&Finger
but tracks the hand for indirect control of a cursor. Instead of employing a cursor that is contin-
uously present, we use gaze dwell time for dynamic instantiation of a cursor at the current gaze
position. In this way, a cursor is generated in the area of interest and need not be moved across a
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larger space or different levels of depths. Once the cursor has been instantiated, it is controlled by
relative movement of the hand for translation in 2D while visual depth remains fixed.

Figure 2 d-f illustrate the technique for the smart home context menu. The user can open a menu
without any hand movement but they need to maintain their gaze on a target object for a dwell
time required to signal their intent. Once the dwell time has been reached, the menu is opened
adjacent to the object, and a cursor is rendered at the gaze position, i.e. on the object. Any item
in the menu is then selected by looking at it and moving the cursor onto it. As cursor control is
indirect, there is no need to lift arm and hand into the visual field, and alignment with gaze can be
achieved with small hand movement. However, we also constrain cursor movement to a circular
bounding area around the menu, to avoid that any unintended larger hand movement results in
losing the cursor from view. Gaze&Hand minimises physical effort, avoid arm fatigue and prohibits
occlusion of the target area by the hand. There are no parallax issues, as object, menu and cursor
feedback are all presented at the same depth of view, and there is also no occlusion of the target
area by the hand.

Gaze&Hand reduces physical effort but is more complex in design, with a number of parameters to
consider, in particular dwell time for activation, and control-display (CD) gain for cursor movement.
We implemented and evaluated the technique with a dwell time of 800 ms, the default setting for
dwell time in the device we used for our study (HoloLens 2). A shorter dwell time would be possible
to speed up access to the menu but that would increase the likelihood of unintended activation.
The CD gain determines the amount of hand movement needed for translation of the cursor in the
3D user interface. We optimised the technique for a menu distance of 1.8 meters, where we found a
CD gain of 8.5 effective for minimising required hand movement while ensuring robust control.

3.3 Implementation and Application
We implemented our techniques for the Microsoft HoloLens 2, using the Mixed Reality Toolkit
(MRTK) in Unity 2020. For demonstration, we developed a smart home application scenario, where
the techniques are used for selecting commands on Philips Hue smart lamps in the environment,
as illustrated in Figure 2. The menu provides buttons for turning the lamp on or off, picking a
colour, and changing brightness. When the menu loads, it polls the colour, state, and brightness of
the specific lamp using the Philips Hue REST API, and the corresponding options are marked as
“selected” in the menu. When the user selects an item in the menu by Gaze-Hand Alignment, the
previous selection is cleared, and a query is sent through the API to affect the selected changes in
the lighting.

4 STUDY DESIGN FOR COMPARATIVE EVALUATION
We had three general objectives for the evaluation of our techniques. First, to gain insight into
how our two techniques compare as alternative designs that are both based on the concept of
Gaze-Hand Alignment. Secondly, to compare the techniques against a state of the art gaze-assisted
freehand selection technique. Thirdly, to compare all three gaze-based techniques against as
baseline of freehand selection without any gaze assistance. We designed our study accordingly as a
factorial experiment with interaction technique as the main factor and Gaze&Finger, Gaze&Hand,
Gaze&Pinch and Point&Pinch as the four conditions.

4.1 Task Design
We designed a compound object and menu selection task for the study, where the user activates a
menu in a first subtask and then selects an item in the menu in a second subtask. The compound
task is grounded in contextual user interfaces in AR where interfaces appear spatially anchored
to objects in the physical world [9], which others have also explored as a use case for gaze-based
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3. User study task. (a) Layout of activation targets in the FOV, and of a menu for item selection. The task
involved first selection of activation target appearing in one of eight possible positions, and then selection
of an item in a menu opened next the activation target. (b) View of the AR interface for the task, and of a
participant interacting with the interface.

interaction [19–21, 29, 35]. The task structure allows us to investigate selection subtasks separately,
where the first selection is an open environment while the second requires selection from multiple
targets presented in close proximity. For a UI design representative of head-worn displays, we use
an abstract version of the HoloLens 2 “Start Menu”. We chose a 3 × 3 cell-matrix with a cell size
of about 2.5◦ visual angle, to have realistic target sizes and visual parameters in relation to the
capabilities of state of the art head-mounted AR systems.
Figure 3 illustrate the task. Each task trial starts when the user centers their FOV by facing a

rectangular target of 1.5◦ size located 1.8 meters in front of the user at eye level. To guide the
participant in this step, a cursor is shown in the direction of the user’s head pose, which they need
to keep on the target for 800 ms to ensure that each trial starts from a central position. Once a
trial has been triggered, a circular target of 2◦ width appears for menu activation. The activation
target appears in one of eight positions in the FOV, rendered at 1.8m as a representative depth for
remote selection where targets are out-of-reach but still clearly visible [15]. Once the participant
has selected the activation target, a menu is displayed next to it, with one of 9 items highlighted as
the selection target. The menu always appears to the left of the activation target and is always in
full view as users naturally re-align the FOV with a head shift when an activation target appears
closer to the display edge. Feedback on Pre-selection of an item is presented as a grey border around
the item. Once the item has been selected, the compound task is completed.

4.2 Experimental Design and Procedure
We used the Microsoft HoloLens 2 as apparatus for our study, with a head-mounted display of
43◦ × 29◦ FOV (60Hz) and built-in 6DOF tracking, hand tracking, and eye-tracking3. All study
software was implemented on the HoloLens 2.

We used a within-subject design, where all participants completed the task with all four interac-
tion techniques. Gaze&Finger and Gaze&Hand were implemented as described above. Gaze&Pinch
3https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/HoloLens/HoloLens2-hardware - accessed 1st of September 2021.
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was implemented based on the MRTK which provides input events for the gaze position and
pinch gestures. A selection is triggered at the time of receiving a pinch-in event. Point&Pinch was
implemented based on the MRTK with a ray projected from the user’s hand and is, in essence,
controlled by the direction from the user to their hand.. Visual feedback is provided by a dashed
line from the user’s hand to a cursor shown where the ray intersects the depth plane of the target.
A selection is triggered when a pinch-in event is received from the MRTK.

In addition to interaction technique, we manipulated activation target distance as factor with two
levels (10.5◦, 21◦), see Fig. 3a. We counterbalanced the two factors across participants using a Latin
Square. We further controlled task variation with presentation of the activation target in 4 different
positions for each distance, and with highlighting different items in the menu for selection. We
used five of the nine menu items as pseudo-random targets (corner and centre item) for variation
while limiting the total number of trials per technique to 4 × 2 × 4 × 5 = 160 trials per participant.

At the start, participants filled out consent and demographic forms, and were then introduced
to the study. For each technique, participants first calibrated the eye tracker and performed 10
training trials before conducting the 160 test trials. Participants received verbal assistance from the
experimenter in training. Participants were instructed to be as fast and error-free as possible. If an
error occurred (i.e. a wrong item was selected in the menu), the task was considered completed
incorrectly and participants continued with the next trial. After each technique, participants had a
break and filled out a usability questionnaire. After completion of all conditions, participants filled
out a ranking and conducted a short interview. The study took about 40 minutes per participant.

4.3 Evaluation Measures and Data Analysis
We used the following measures for evaluation:

(1) Completion Time: For performance measurement, task time started when an activation
target appeared. We measured overall time for completion of the compound menu task, and
activation time for completion of the subtask of selecting an activation target. We calculated
selection time by subtracting activation time from overall time, to capture performance of the
item selection subtask.

(2) Error rate: Error rates were measured by counting trials in which the wrong item was
selected as selection error and trials that timed out after a limit of 10 seconds as timeout error.

(3) User-reportedmetrics ratings: We used rating scales (0-21) for six questions from the NASA
TLX [7] and an additional question on Eye Fatigue, and had participants rank techniques in
order of preference.

(4) User Feedback: Comments on user experience were collected in the post-task questionnaires
and a post-session interview.

Task completion times were analysed with two-way repeated-measures ANOVA. Greenhouse-
Geiser correction was applied when Mauchly’s sphericity test indicated a violation and Bonferroni
adjustments were applied for post-hoc comparisons. For completion time analysis, trials that had
timed out were excluded. Data is reported to pass normality as skewness and kurtosis were within
±1.5. For the remaining dependent variables, we use the Friedman test with post-hoc Bonferroni
corrected Wilcoxon tests. Effect sizes are reported as partial eta squared ([2𝑝 ) and error bars in
diagrams show 95% CI.

5 STUDY RESULTS
We recruited 16 volunteers for the user study (2 female). Participants were between 17 and 59 years
old with a mean age of 35.88 (𝑆𝐷 = 15.2). Out of the 16 participants, one wore contact lenses, three
wore glasses, and all were right-handed. 14 participants reported no or little prior with AR/VR
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(a) Overall, activation, and selection completion times. (b) The selection error rate.

Fig. 4. Results on task completion times (a) and error rates (b). Statistical significance shown as * for 𝑝 < .05,
** for 𝑝 < .01, *** for 𝑝 < .001.

while 2 reported some experience. All 16 reported no or little prior experience with eye-tracking
and 3D freehand gestures. The study took place in participants’ homes under the guidance of the
experimenter, who ensured comparable lighting conditions for participants to easily see their hands
through the HMD. Participants performed the experimental task in standing position, facing a wall
or surface chosen to minimise visual distraction.
In total we collected data for 10,240 trials. We removed outliers from the analysis where the

task timed out (approx. 3.36% of trials) or where task completion time exceeded (𝑀 ± 4 · 𝑆𝐷)
(approx. 3.95%), to limit the influence of eye and hand tracking issues on analysis of technique
performance. Timeout errors were observed across all conditions, however with a higher rate
for Point&Pinch ((𝑀 = 6.25%). The performance results are summarised in Figure 4 and the
user-reported metrics in Figure 5. We discuss the results for the compound task performance,
performance of the menu activation and item selection subtasks, and user-reported data.

5.1 Compound Menu Task Performance
The key performance measures for the menu task on the whole are overall time for completion
(Fig. 4a, left) and error rate (Fig. 4b). We found a significant main effect of technique on overall
time (𝐹3, 45 = 48.544, 𝑝 < .001, [2𝑝 = .764) and post-hoc analysis showed that Gaze&Finger,
Gaze&Hand, and Gaze&Pinch were significantly faster than Point&Pinch (𝑝 < .001). Gaze&Pinch
was significantly faster than Gaze&Hand (𝑝 < .001). As expected, activation target distance also
had a significant effect on overall time, but we did not find any significant two-way interaction
between the factors. We also found a significant effect of technique on error rate using the Friedman
test (𝜒2 = 11.504, 𝑝 = .009), with post-hoc analysis showing that Point&Pinch is less error-prone
than Gaze&Hand (𝑝 = .018) and Gaze&Pinch (𝑝 = .048). The mean error rates were lowest
for Point&Pinch (𝑀 = .78%, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.2%) followed by Gaze&Finger (𝑀 = 2.66%, 𝑆𝐷 = 3.82%),
Gaze&Pinch (𝑀 = 3.13%, 𝑆𝐷𝑥 = 2.33%), and Gaze&Hand (𝑀 = 6.56%, 𝑆𝐷 = 6.57%) but there was
high variation in individual performance specifically with the alignment-based techniques.
As main finding, techniques that support freehand input with gaze enable significantly faster

selection from a context menu, compared to unimodal freehand input. Users are more error-prone
with gaze-assisted input, explained by the need to coordinate input across modalities in time, but
observed error rates can be considered low for novel and unfamiliar techniques.

5.2 Menu Activation Subtask
The menu activation subtask was a basic point-and-select task, for which we captured activation
time as performance measure (Fig. 4a, middle). Note that for this subtask, Gaze&Hand was a
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standard dwell time technique. A main effect on activation time was observed for technique
((𝐹1.754,26.304 = 61.813, 𝑝 < .001, [2𝑝 = .805)) as well as distance ((𝐹1,15 = 34.734, 𝑝 < .001, [2𝑝 = .698)).
Post-hoc analysis showed that Gaze&Finger, Gaze&Hand, and Gaze&Pinch were significantly faster
than Point&Pinch (𝑝 < .001). Gaze&Pinch was faster than Gaze&Finger (𝑝 = .009) and Gaze&Hand
(𝑝 < .001). The mean activation time was fastest for Gaze&Pinch (𝑀 = 1.05𝑠, 𝑆𝐷 = .19𝑠), followed
by Gaze&Hand (𝑀 = 1.61𝑠, 𝑆𝐷 = .12𝑠), Gaze&Finger (𝑀 = 1.63𝑠, 𝑆𝐷 = .61𝑠) and Point&Pinch
(𝑀 = 2.76𝑠, 𝑆𝐷 = .41𝑠).
There are several findings to note here, in addition to the speed advantage of the gaze-based

techniques over freehand selection. Comparison of Gaze&Pinch and Gaze&Hand replicates results
from a recent study of pinch versus dwell for confirming gaze input [28]. That study had also found
dwell time slower than pinch even though they had used a much shorter dwell time of 300ms
compared to 800ms in our study. Gaze&Finger is slower than Gaze&Pinch, explained by the need
to lift arm and finger into the visual field, but significantly faster than Point&Pinch as a selection is
completed as soon as the manual pointer crosses onto the target, without further confirmation.

5.3 Item Selection Subtask
Item selection presents a distinct selection task as it starts from a position close to available
targets, and as it requires selection of a specific target in a dense presentation of options. The
key performance measures are selection time (Fig. 4a, right) and selection error (Fig. 4b) which
we reported above. A significant main effect on selection time was observed for both technique
((𝐹3,45 = 50.649, 𝑝 < .001, [2𝑝 = .772)) and activation distance (𝐹1,15 = 16.249, 𝑝 = .001, [2𝑝 = .520).
Post-hoc analysis showed that Gaze&Finger was significantly faster than all other techniques
(𝑝 < .001). Gaze&Pinch was significantly faster than Gaze&Hand (𝑝 = .018) and than Point&Pinch
(𝑝 < .001). The mean selection time was fastest with Gaze&Finger (𝑀 = 0.91𝑠, 𝑆𝐷 = .25𝑠) followed
by Gaze&Pinch (𝑀 = 1.26𝑠, 𝑆𝐷 = .28𝑠), Gaze&Hand (𝑀 = 1.54𝑠, 𝑆𝐷 = .28𝑠) and Point&Pinch
(𝑀 = 1.68𝑠, 𝑆𝐷 = .23𝑠).
There are several findings to highlight. Gaze&Finger performs best for this subtask, indicating

that is efficient for selections once arm and finger have already been lifted into visual field for a
prior task. Gaze&Pinch is significantly slower which is interesting as a pinch gesture does not
require more movement than an alignment gesture. This indicates that Gaze&Finger benefits from
the natural coordination of eye and hand on a spatial task, compared to coordination of gaze with
a separate semantic gesture. Gaze&Hand was slower and more error-prone, pointing to problems
in replacing direct finger input with an indirectly controlled cursor. For alignment of a finger,
users benefit from proprioception and focus gaze on the target, whereas with a cursor there is also
tendency to gaze at the cursor. In our implementation, selection was triggered whenever gaze and
cursor aligned, leading to a higher error rate with Gaze&Hand.

5.4 User-Reported Data and Feedback
Statistical analysis of rating scales did not reveal significant differences between techniques, except
for Physical Demand (𝜒2 = 8.562, 𝑝 = 0.036) (Fig. 5a). Participants perceived Point&Pinch as
more demanding than Gaze&Hand (𝑝 = .012). Gaze&Hand had the lowest rating for physical
demand (𝑀 = 5.3, 𝑆𝐷 = 3.16), followed by Gaze&Pinch (𝑀 = 7.1, 𝑆𝐷 = 4.27), Gaze&Finger
(𝑀 = 7.3, 𝑆𝐷 = 5.07) and Point&Pinch (𝑀 = 9.2, 𝑆𝐷 = 4.86). In ranking of preferences, all
participants preferred one or more of the gaze-based techniques over Point&Pinch.
We collected informal feedback from users on their experience with the four techniques. The

feedback was not rigorously analysed but provides complementary insight into how techniques
were perceived. Several participants commented on ease of use of Gaze&Finger, for example “It was
very nice that you can point and then click afterwards in one motion.”. One participant remarked “It
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(a) NASA TLX post-task questionnaire results (b) Preference Ranking

Fig. 5. (a) NASA TLX results (lower is better). Statistical significance shown as * for 𝑝 < .05. (b) Ranking from
1 (least) to 4 (most preferred).

was so intuitive that I didn’t even remember that you had to use the eyes.”, indicating that the technique
design is effective in letting the user focus on the manual alignment while gaze pre-selection is
achieved implicitly.
Several participants commented that they found it harder to select activation targets that were

further from the centre of the display. Other work on selection in HMDs found that some users
use more eccentric eye movement to gaze at targets closer to the display edge, whereas others
support their gaze with head movement which in an HMDmoves targets closer to the display centre
where eye-tracking typically performs better [41]. For Gaze&Hand, participants commented on
unintended input that was triggered by looking at the cursor before reaching the target, explaining
the higher error rate we observed. Another issue was associated with hand tracking (e.g. “It was
annoying that it couldn’t track my hand when it was closer to the body”). The technique afforded
more flexibility as users did not have to lift their arm our setup was limited by the HoloLens’
tracking range and had not been optimised for more casual input.
Gaze&Pinch received positive comments on speed, precision and ease of use but users also

reported on issues with gesture detection (e.g. “It was annoying that it didn’t already register my
click”) and late-trigger errors “I thought it was going to be the right choice, but it then it changed
at the last moment”). This is a known problem in confirmation of gaze input by a separate “click”
modality, as gaze has a tendency to move ahead of manual input, leaving a target before the click
has been completed [42, 55]. With Point&Pinch, some participants specifically liked ray feedback,
but a larger number of participants reported difficulty in pointing accurately while also performing
a pinch for selection. Use of a pinch made the technique more comparable with Gaze&Pinch, but
other trigger gestures (e.g. ThumbTrigger [50]) might align better with raycasting.

6 DISCUSSION
The idea that motivated this work is to use alignment of gaze and freehand pointing as a selection
mechanism. We proposed Gaze-Hand Alignment as a general selection principle that can be
implemented in different ways, as demonstrated with the design of Gaze&Finger and Gaze&Hand.
The defining characteristics of Gaze-Hand Alignment are that both gaze and manual input are used
simultaneously as pointing devices, and that a selection results from coincidence of both pointers
on the same object in the interface. The advantage we expected Gaze-Hand Alignment to have
over other existing strategies for combining gaze and hand input is that manual pointing implicitly
involves gaze pointing to guide the hand. We presumed that gaze could be used for pre-selection
of targets without users having to focus on this as an explicit step. In our study, we found this to
work well with Gaze&Finger, where the user’s focus is on alignment of their finger in the line of
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sight, as one integrated action of eye-hand coordinated pointing and selection. This is compelling
as people are not normally inclined to pay attention to the agency of their eyes [10].

We designed Gaze&Hand as an alternative to Gaze&Finger to implement the same concept with
indirect manual input, to reduce physical effort. As with Gaze&Finger, the assumption was that
gaze would consistently lead the hand. However, replacing direct touch in the image plane with a
cursor affected gaze behaviour. Users do not look back and forth between target and finger when
they guide the finger to a target as they can rely on proprioception, but with a cursor, we saw a
stronger tendency of using gaze to check the cursor position while it was being moved toward
the target. In our study, this led to Midas Touch input which could be avoided by an improved
implementation of Gaze&Hand that only triggers a selection when the cursor aligns with a gaze
target, and not when gaze aligns with a cursor target. Gaze&Hand would likely compare more
favourably as a result. However, we nonetheless see a clear trade-off between maximising benefit
of eye-hand coordination through direct input in the line of sight versus reducing physical effort
through use of indirect input.

The comparison of the Gaze-Hand Alignment techniques with Gaze&Pinch is interesting as the
principal difference is in the type of manual gesture used in conjunction with gaze. In Gaze&Pinch
the gesture is of a certain shape with predefined meaning and can be performed independently of
position, relying on temporal coordination to associate the selection trigger with a gaze position.
In Gaze&Finger, the gesture is spatial and has to be performed in the users FOV, using direct
eye-hand coordination for selection. In Gaze&Hand, the manual gesture is spatial and relative to
the display, relying on spatial alignment of a cursor with a gaze position. This affords flexibility
for the gesture to be initiated from any starting position but requires an additional step for cursor
instantiation. Gaze&Pinch and Gaze&Finger are more directly comparable for immediate selection,
where Gaze&Pinch was more efficient for selection of targets presented at a distance from the hand
(as in the menu activation subtask), whereas Gaze&Finger proved more efficient for selection of
targets presented in proximity of the hand (as in the item selection subtask).
Semantic confirmation of gaze input may be advantageous for one-off selections anywhere on

the interface, whereas Gaze-Hand Alignment may be more efficient for consecutive selections that
are spatially connected, for example in nested menus, form filling, marking, input on keypads, or
drawing applications. In our study, we have compared techniques for discrete selection. Gaze-Hand
Alignment could also be extended to continuous input, where a widget selected by alignment could
then be directly manipulated with further hand movement. However, while a control selected by
pinch-in would be naturally released by pinch-out, a different mechanism will be needed when the
selection is by alignment. Gaze would naturally focus on visual feedback provided for continuous
input, and gaze shift away from the task could serve to disengage control.

While the study exposed trade-offs in comparison of the three gaze-based techniques, we found
all of them strikingly faster in comparison with the manual baseline. This provides clear evidence
of the utility of gaze in supporting freehand input. In other recent studies of gaze-with-hand versus
hand-only input in VR the benefit of gaze support had not been clear [34, 54]. Our choice of task
may have favoured gaze input but the result also suggests that the specific way in which we
integrate input from eye and hand is effective. However, gaze has lower accuracy for pointing and
the alignment-based techniques may perform less well on tasks that require more fine-grained
selection. Alignment-based techniques could also be extended for fine-grained selection, for example
with gaze pre-selecting multiple candidate targets and manual alignment employed to resolve
ambiguity.

Both alignment techniques we introduced have specific limitations. Gaze&Hand requires a cursor
for indirect manual input, and an additional mechanism to deploy the cursor “where the action
is”. A cursor could also be provided continuously but that would introduce other problems such
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as movement over larger display space and the need for a clutching mechanism. Gaze&Finger
is limited by parallax issues caused by depth disparity input and output in the FOV. For menu
selection, we addressed the issue of warping and scaling the menu to the depth level of the user’s
finger but it remains a limitation for initial selection of targets at a distance, exacerbating accuracy
limitations of gaze. As proposed in related work, this could be addressed by adapting the display to
eye dominance [24, 25].
The study we reported has several limitations. We conducted the study under restrictions

imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic. Participants were recruited through the personal network of
the researchers, resulting in an almost exclusively male sample. This is not reflecting intended target
usage across genders. However, we would expect our study results to generalise across genders, as
past comparable experiments in VR have not indicated gender differences in task performance and
preference. The study was conducted in the participants’ homes instead of controlled lab space
due to COVID-19 restrictions. However, it was guided by an experimenter to ensure comparable
conditions for task performance and data collection. All participants were right-handed and our
menu layout favoured right-handed usage by spawning to the left of an object selected, however
an adaptation to left-handed usage would be straightforward. Data collection was limited by the
apparatus used. A main technical limitation was hand tracking range, with tracking errors occurring
when gestures were performed with the hand too close to the body, or when users performed a
shift of their head and the head-mounted tracking system to the left, away from their input with the
right hand. We used outlier removal to limit the influence of these tracking issues on our results.

7 CONCLUSION
The relationship of eye and hand is intricate. Spatial tasks such as pointing inherently require gaze
to guide the hand into position. Our work on Gaze-Hand Alignment contributes to understanding
how the natural coordination between eye and hand can be leveraged for multimodal input. There
are several conclusions we can draw from the work.

• If gaze is tracked in conjunction with manual pointing, then it lends itself for pre-selection of
targets as we naturally look ahead to pointing targets. This defines an additional input state
akin to a hover and in mouse interaction. In Gaze-Hand Alignment, we have applied this
to delimit manual input to pre-selected targets, addressing Midas Touch issues of mid-air
pointing, and to trigger selection immediately when the manual pointer reaches the target,
without need for a “click” method. What makes gaze compelling in this context is that
its utility can remain transparent to users, to focus on manual pointing while using gaze
naturally.

• If we consider both gaze and hand as pointing devices, then we can treat their alignment as
meaningful input. In our implementation and study of Gaze-Hand Alignment, we demonstrate
the efficacy of alignment of the two modalities as selection trigger. Gaze-Hand Alignment is
conceptually interesting as it captures a state associated with more intent than “just looking”.
Even though eye and hand coordinate closely in pointing, their movement is not synchronous
but effortlessly aligned at points of interest.

• The concept of Gaze-Hand Alignment opens a new design space in particular for input beyond
manual reach, in 3D and AR. Our design of the Gaze&Finger and Gaze&Hand techniques
demonstrates how the principle can be applied in fundamentally different ways, for user
experiences of direct versus indirect input. Their comparison against established baselines
contributes insight into design challenges and trade-offs, including parallax, feedback for
relative input, and benefits of spatial versus semantic gestures for selection. These insights
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have practical relevance for the design of emerging interfaces, enabled by HMDs that support
eye- and hand-tracking technologies.

Overall, as a fundamental take-away, the work demonstrates value in grounding the design of
multimodal gaze and mid-air techniques in natural eye-hand coordination. While this might seem
obvious, it requires a shift in perspective, to view gaze not as entirely separate from other modes of
input, but as working in synergy with our body and hands.
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